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Magic of Black and White Cinema still
prevalent: Khalid Mohamed

Mr. Khalid Mohamed addressing
the audience

The first workshop of Cineaste
International Film FestivalAudience listening to Mr. Khalid Mohamed during his workshop
CIFFI2019, conducted by Mr.
Khalid Mohamed witnessed
huge gathering at Studio 62 of chance to be a part of it by foreign films. Mr. Khalid also
Delhi Metropolitan Education on instructing them at every step. highlighted the reliability of
print media over electronic
Thursday.
The audition was followed by a media and the way newspaper
Mr. Khalid, a celebrated vibrant photoshoot. “Such publications are still flourishjournalist,
author
and exercises boost students’ ing in India.
director, opened his heart and confidence and eliminate
said
Mr. Large
number
of
studiscussed his journey in Indian film scopophobia,”
dents from Zee Institute
industry.
The
veteran Khalid.
of Media Arts and BBD
screenwriter took no time in
initiating the discussion on On being asked by students, institute also attended the
various forms of writing. “There if he likes Bollywood, he illuminating workshop.
is no hard and fast rule for responded by praising some
movies
like Concluding the workshop, Mr.
screenwriting. One has to be a exceptional
good observer to pen down his “Badhai Ho” which moved Khalid directed a funky group
him emotionally. He further dance boosting up everyone’s
thoughts,” said Mr. Khalid.
discussed the magic of black energy and cheering up the
Adding to the informative and white films and urged the festive aura.
session, he conducted a live film audience to read subtitles of
- Aamaan Alam Khan
audition and gave students a
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Piracy of Indian films, major concern in
Australia too

The
first
panel
discussion
of
Cineaste
International Film Festival of India-CIFFI2019,
discussed the topic ‘Bollywood Films: Indian
Diaspora and Australian Market’ on Day-2.

consumption of Indian films, things have changed
ever since films have made their way in mainstream
theaters of Australia. “It is still very tragic that piracy
still continues,” he added.

Mr. Anupam Sharma, celebrated filmmaker and
Dr. Vikrant Kishore, Professor, Deakin University
interacted with the audience via Skype. The panel
was moderated by Ms. Saara Lamberg, a renowned
filmmaker from Australia.

In his address, Dr. Vikrant Kishore highlighted the
role of ‘legal boxes’ such as Netflix, Amazon and
other OTT platforms in reducing piracy to some extent.
The session concluded with a question
answer
round,
leaving
everyone
to
brainstorm further about the future of Indian Cinema.

The panel discussed various impacts of
piracy
of
Indian
Cinema
in Australia.
Mr. Sharma mentioned that in terms of

- Priyanka Naithani

Students and faculty members engross in panel
discussion

Dr. Vikrant Kishore, Mr. Anupam Sharma and
Ms. Saara Lamberg during the panel discussion

Women filmmakers discuss gender issues in
CIFFI2019

The second panel discussion of CIFFI2019 started with be taken to tackle these issues. The panel further
the felicitation of panelists Dr.Gauri D. Chakraborty, discussed some films and advertisements which
Ms. Anandana Kapur and Ms. Aradhana Kohli Kapur. showcase eve teasing against women and
harassment in a peculiar ways. The session also laid
Panelists discussed the topic ‘Women issues and emphasis on the changes this generation can bring
treatment of female characters by contemporary by promoting equality between men and women.
filmmakers’. Dr. Chakraborty gave a brief idea
Further the guests opened the stage for interacabout the session.
tion. Audience added their views to the topic and
Focusing on myths and taboos against it concluded with new ideas about gender equality.
- Aparna Sharma
women, Dr. Chakraborty talked about the actions that can

Panelists discussing portrayal of women in Films

Experts and organisers posing for group photo
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Screening of brilliant films continues on
2nd Day of CIFFI2019

Film screening continues in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium
Movies are not just a great source of independent and competitive on how women have to go through
of entertainment but can be great categories.
atrocities in rural areas.
source of enlightenment and
social awareness. The film The independent section screened Amongst all the excellent movies,
screenings at CIFFI2019 go a long ‘The Suicide Company’, ‘Aunty ‘The Suicide Company’ specially
way in promoting and appreciating Ji’ and several other films which grabbed the audience’s attention
movies of all genres.
shared a common theme of not with its unusual and captivating
giving up on your dreams.‘Vuja story.
Film screenings held in the Nelson De’ another film focused on how The audience enjoyed the
Mandela Auditorium and Studio time is malleable and can create screening and their applause
62 on the 2nd day of CIFFI2019 paradox if played with. The movies after each film shows the
presented 27 movies under two under competitive category were importance of such events.
different sessions. The films were ‘Collateral Damage’ which focused
-Kausik Das
-Anish Narda

Australian classic ‘Matching Jack’
mesmerises film enthusiasts

Another day of CIFFI2019 concluded with the
screening of Australian film ‘Matching Jack’ directed by Nadia Tass. Audience atteded the screening of
critically acclaimed Australian film with same zeal
and enthusiasm.

Film depicted story of a woman who found out that
her son is suffering from leukaemia (blood cancer)
and her husband has been unfaithful on the same day.
But the betrayal offers a possibility of hope as one
of her husband’s mistress has a child with him who
could be a compatible bone marrow donor for her
son.
The concept was deeply emotional and very well
received by the audience. Mr. Sumantra Sarathi Das,
Convener, CIFFI, said, “The storyline was excellent
and I loved the acting of child artist playing the role

of Jack”. “Everybody must watch this film”, he added.
The screening concluded the day and left the
audience in ardour and eagerness for the upcoming
days of CIFFI2019.

Audience watching the screening
-Shivani Saini
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Organisers Speak
“CIFFI is a festival focused on the work of students as well as
budding filmmakers. It is an effort to bring filmmakers on one platform
where they can showcase their work and can get involved in discussion and
deliberation leading to their learning.”
- Prof. (Dr.) Ambrish Saxena
Festival Director
“CIFFI is a big platform for the students, faculty members and everyone involved
because it is giving us an opportunity to witness the multicultural films, identities and
scenarios at one place. It is leading to the growth and grooming of the students”
- Prof. (Dr.) Susmita Bala
Festival Co-director
“Through screenings, students are getting knowledge about content
projection on big screen so that they can understand the art of creating content to
influence audience”
- Dr. Atul Arora
Festival Co-convener
“As CIFFI is the first international film festival of DME, we have received an
outstanding response from various countries. I think these kinds of film festivals are the
platform to showcase the talents, ideas, thoughts and beliefs through moving pictures.”
- Manmeet Kaur
Festival Co-convener
“CIFFI has been an opportunity for all the students and teachers to be in close proximity
of highly enlightened people. That itself leads to learning. I am thankful to CIFFI for
providing this opportunity.”
- Pramod Kumar Pandey
Festival Co-convener
“CIFFI2019 has given great opportunities to new budding filmmakers by showcasing
their work. Exploring new culture and lifestyle through films, documentaries is an
awesome experience for me. I feel honoured to be a part of CIFFI2019.”
- Neelam Nanda Prabhat
Festival Co-convener
“CIFFI2019 is a great platform for mass communication students. They get the
opportunity to be a part of cinema as audience as well as participants. Students get to
know about International cinema which they commonly do not watch on regular basis on
television or movie theatre.”
- Harjeet Singh Kukreja
Festival Co-convener
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